**JUNE -- LIME & NAVY SCRAP STAR or SEA STAR**

**METHOD:** Assembly-line cutting, sewing. Sashing corners are stitch-trim-flip, as is the diamond-in-a-square star center. The rest are half-square-triangles two at a time. Sew together in rows with scant 1/4” seam.

**FABRICS:** Our bright SEA STAR has a warm yellow center (A) and 8 lime green points (B) on a cream background (C,D,E). Nautical navy blue is used for the ‘boat’ sashing (G,H) and the 3 ‘birds’ or ‘sails’ (F) sparkling behind the star.

**STEP 1:** Draw diagonal lines on back of all C and E pieces.

**STEP 2:** Place an E on top of G right sides together, line pointing to upper right. Sew on line, trim to 1/4” seam allowance, press out. Repeat using an E on H. Sew an E on H the same way, line to lower right.

**STEP 3:** Make Half-Square-Triangles: Place four cream C right sides together on green B. Sew 1/4” from both sides of line, cut between stitching and press. Trim eight BC units to 2-1/2” square. Place two cream C on two navy F. Sew as before for three CF units, one extra.

**STEP 4:** Diamond-in-a-Square: Draw diagonal on four Bs. Place one on A with line across corner. Sew on line, trim to 1/4” seam. Press out. Place a B on opposite corner and sew on line, trim, press out. Sew other two Bs on opposite corners. Trim 1/4” above points unit BBABB to 4-1/2” square.

**CUTTING FABRICS** (Use Pre-washed 100% cotton.)

- **A** - Cut ONE 4-7/8” square. **(WARM YELLOW)**
- **B** - Cut EIGHT 2-7/8” squares. **(LIME GREEN)**
- **C** - Cut SIX 2-7/8” squares. **(CREAM)**
- **D** - Cut TEN 2-1/2” squares. **(CREAM)**
- **E** - Cut THREE 2-1/2” squares. **(CREAM)**
- **F** - Cut TWO 2-7/8” squares. **(NAVY BLUE)**
- **G** - Cut ONE 2-1/2” X 10-1/2” rectangle. **(NAVY)**
- **H** - Cut ONE 2-1/2” X 12-1/2” rectangle. **(NAVY)**
NAVY & LIME SCRAP STAR
or SEA STAR

Why not take our guild’s two Technique Sharing Workshops in June and you can practice on this Block-Of-the-Month for quantity sewing - “perfect 2 inch half square triangles” and “easy sashed blocks”!